
Brands of Robot Vacuum Cleaners

 
Robot vacuum cleaners have arrived. Some people say they're quite functional, save time and keep your surfaces
clean.

However, which one is best for your unique needs? There are a plethora of alternatives, which makes selecting
from the broad range of robot vacuum cleaners seem daunting. Certain machines provide specific functions; you
might not need. The focus of this article are recommended robotic vacuums for tile floors.

A machine with the right bristles is a priority. Bristles flick the dirt from the surface into the air where the suction
draws it into the dirt bin. Bristles too frim can scratch a wood surface. If you're after better performance on tiles or
floorboards, make sure the main brush is a high-density one with soft bristles that should ensure that the dust is
effectively removed.

Mops are necessary unless the surfaces are carpets. You don't need to worry about mop features on your robot
cleaner. You do need to worry about this feature for tiles or wood flooring. The mopping function should be an even
flow of water. Deluxe models have a function that instruct the machine not to travel into the 'no-mopping' areas.

Edge cleaning is a must for those areas with tiles or wood floors, which requires machine getting to the edge of the
room; at the edge of the skirting board. Roborock's vacuum cleaner range, for example, has brushes that are
designed to spin at a higher rate when cleaning along edges to ensure it brings out the dust reliably.

Suction power for wood floors and tiles is critical, as you need the machine to remove the dirt without leaving any
traces. Conversely, carpeted surfaces disguise residual dirt in a loom of colored fibers. But, even the most
miniscule spec of dirt is noticeable on tiles. When selecting a tile vacuum cleaner, make certain the machine you
purchase has plenty of power.

Air Filters prevent the machine from hurling bristled dirt into the air you breathe. Choose a machine with decent air
filters; ideally one with HEPA-like filtration, which catches undesired allergen particles before they are released
back into the air.
 

Suggestions:
 

ECOVACS
Deebot N79S

 
EUFY ROBOVAC

11s
30c

 

https://www.ecovacs.com/us/deebot-robotic-vacuum-cleaner/deebot/model/DEEBOT-N79S/
https://www.eufylife.com/products/variant/robovac-11s/T2108111
https://www.eufylife.com/products/variant/robovac-30c/T2118111


iLIFE
A4s

 
iROBOT

Roomba 960
Roomba i7+

 
NEATO BOT VAC

D5 Connected
D7 Connected

 
ROBOROCK
Roborock S5

Roborock S5 Max
Roborock S6
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https://www.iliferobot.com/
https://store.irobot.com/default/roomba-vacuuming-robot-vacuum-irobot-roomba-960/R960020.html
https://store.irobot.com/default/roomba-vacuuming-robot-vacuum-irobot-roomba-i7-plus/i755020.html
https://www.neatorobotics.com/robot-vacuum/botvac-connected-series/botvac-d5-connected/
https://www.neatorobotics.com/robot-vacuum/botvac-connected-series/botvac-d7-connected/
https://en.roborock.com/pages/roborock-s5
https://en.roborock.com/pages/roborock-s5-max
https://en.roborock.com/pages/roborock-s6
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